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About This Content

Download the Yamaha 2015 Bike Models DLC Pack to receive the most desired bikes of 2015.

The DLC contains the apex of Yamaha technology in 2015, featuring: the new generation YZF-R1 created without
compromises, that offers amazing performances, unprecedented control and technology that comes directly from the

MotoGP™; the YZF-R1M, a limited edition developed for professional teams and expert riders that seek the most evolved
performances on track and during races; and the R6, forged on the international racing circuits, utilizing technology derived

from MotoGP™ and developed to guarantee exceptional performance worthy of a real professional rider.

Yamaha R1 2015:

•Displacement: 998cc
•Maximum power: 147.1 kW (200.0 CV) @ 13.500 rpm
•Maximum torque: 112.4 Nm (11.5 kg-m) @ 11.500 rpm

•Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank): 199 Kg

Yamaha R1M 2015:

•Displacement: 998cc
•Maximum power: 147.1 kW (200.0 CV) @ 13.500 rpm
•Maximum torque: 112.4 Nm (11.5 kg-m) @ 11.500 rpm

•Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank): 200 Kg
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Yamaha R6 2015:

•Displacement: 599 cc
•Maximum power: 91.0 kW (123.7 CV) @ 14.500 rpm
•Maximum torque: 65.7 Nm (6.7 kg-m) @ 10.500 rpm
•Wet weight (including full oil and fuel tank): 189 Kg
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Title: RIDE: Yamaha 2015 Bike Models
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Milestone S.r.l.
Publisher:
Milestone S.r.l.
Release Date: 13 Feb, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2 / Windows 7 SP1 / Windows 8 / Windows 8.1

Processor: Intel Core i3-530 @ 2.93 GHz / AMD Phenom II X4 810 @ 2.60 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 @ 1GB / ATI Radeon HD 6790 @ 1GB*

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 35 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

Additional Notes: *Laptop versions of graphics cards may work but are not officially supported.

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian,Turkish
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Great graffiti sim. The new update made a great game even greater! Vivespray wishes it were this good. BTW the vivespray dev
is an ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥. I enjoyed the game. It was rather short, but had some really beautiful moments.. This version of the game
does not only have new prompts and a mode where you can make your own episodes but it also has TWO COLORS!!
Amazing.. does not work. great game funny and hilarious. awesome. Stick Fight: The Game is a funny 2D Fighter with many
fun things to do. From shooting snakes to blowing your enemy up. Stick Fight is a great game to play with friends, as you can
get so much funny moments and laughs out of it. This game is very funny and can run on low end computers.
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very cool game hope it goes MP. Another update with no info on what it is.... One of the best puzzle-platformers I've ever
played. The game doesn't hold your hand, but they level design is so intuitive that you don't need it. The level are sometimes
complicated and always give you sense of accomplishment. The music is one reason I couldn't put down the controller. I just
wanted to keep listening! Even though I completed the main "goal", I still plan on putting in more hours to find all of Escape
Got 2's secrets. Definitely wortht the buy!. There's no gore in here.. Its a cool story, and though the chapters are short it does
help the game feel like it always moved quickly and never drags. I did sometimes think there was an option or two missing from
certain parts- whether because i hadn't done the preconditions or they werent included i don't know. While the choices do seem
to customize the story, in my experience they don't seem to change it drastically, which i dont mind too much. Also i would have
liked to be able to spend a bit more time allocating my funds when i returned to port, as i only finished the game with 12 ships,
though i had over 5000 gold (in one part two ships cost 200 gold so i could have apparently had Quite the fleet).

All in all good fun, a lot of choices, and a quick experience that feels solid throughout, though ends somewhat abruptly.. I paid
$5 for this. Another indie puzzler, that is both fun, and frustrating, some levels will be easy to just breeze through whilst others
will require some extra effort to make it through them.

The gameplay is rather simple, it's a puzzle game that require some strategic thinking to get through it, it really is fun and
enjoyable. The levels are really colorful and neatly done making the game visually very appealing which really is nice especially
considering that this game isn't expensive , especially consider what it offers. You will have hours of fun and frustration to beat
the levels.. Retro genius of the highest order. Love it!. The Good news first. The interface is excellent. The in-app tutorials are
great.
The Ok news. It\u2019s going in the right direction for a precision object maker.

Now the bad news. There are too many features missing to be able to call this a \u2018Pro\u2019 product. It\u2019s still a toy at
best. But again, going in the right direction.
Some obvious features missing:
Push \/ Pull \/ extrude of faces is a must.
chamfer \/ fillet
display line length or face dimensions (set length would be real nice)
Having the base point snap to grid would be nice, also.

Let\u2019s start with those. I\u2019m excited to see this product progress.
. pretty much a poor mans camp fire lol. its more of a chill game but hard af to get a fire going...not a game for me though! here
is my gameplay of it https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T8Huy6DBhlg&t=2s
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